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This work represents a continuation of former investigations, where viscosity, interfacial tension, density,
and refractive index of ionic liquids (ILs) [EMIM][EtSO4] (1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium ethylsulfate),
[EMIM][NTf2] (1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide), [EMIM][N(CN)2] (1-ethyl-
3-methylimidazolium dicyanamide), and [OMA][NTf2] (trioctylmethylammonium bis(trifluoromethylsul-
fonyl)imide) were studied. Here, the ILs [EMIM][MeSO3] (1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium methanesulfonate),
[EMIM][MeOHPO2] (1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium methylphosphonate), [EMIM][OcSO4] (1-ethyl-3-me-
thylimidazolium octylsulfate), and [BBIM][NTf2] (1-butyl-3-butylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfo-
nyl)imide) were investigated again both by conventional techniques and by surface light scattering (SLS).
An Abbe refractometer was used for the measurement of the refractive index in the range of (283.15 to
313.15) K with an expanded uncertainty (k ) 2) of about 0.0005. The density was measured between (273.15
and 313.15) K with a vibrating tube densimeter and an expanded uncertainty (k ) 2) of about 0.02 %. The
interfacial tension was obtained from the pendant drop technique at a temperature of 293.15 K with an
expanded uncertainty (k ) 2) of 1 %. On the basis of this datum and the temperature dependence of density,
the interfacial tension for all relevant temperatures was estimated via an appropriate prediction model.
For the ILs studied within this work, at a first-order approximation, the quantity directly accessible by SLS
was the ratio of dynamic viscosity to surface tension. Combining the results from SLS with values for
density and interfacial tension from conventional methods, the dynamic viscosity could be obtained from
(273.15 to 333.15) K with an estimated expanded uncertainty (k ) 2) of less than 3 %. Besides a comparison
with the literature, the major aim of this work was to point out the influence of variations of the anion on
thermophysical properties of [EMIM]+-based ILs. In addition, the effect of different cations was studied in
ILs with the [NTf2]- anion. ILs with equal cations and similar anions can still exhibit different properties,
which is interpreted with relevant molecular interactions.

Introduction

At present, due to an increasing importance of ionic liquids
(ILs) in many fields of technology, a large number of publica-
tions dealing with the thermophysical properties of these low-
temperature molten salts can be found in the literature. Due to
an almost unlimited number of potential combinations of cations
and anions, ILs can be tailored to specific applications.1-7 Most
of the studies on the thermophysical properties of ILs in the
literature dedicated to characterize these after their synthesis.
Thus, for many thermophysical properties of ILs, only a single
datum near room temperature, usually (293 or 298) K, and
atmospheric pressure is reported. Although there seems to be
neither need nor time to achieve the highest accuracy in the
measurement of the thermophysical properties of ILs, the

accuracy achieved must be known. This aspect is often ignored
in existing research activities for ILs. It is fairly common to
find differences between published data sets, which are more
than 1 order of magnitude larger than the combined uncertainties
of the measurements. This situation holds both for equilibrium
data and for transport properties, whereas it is more pronounced
for the latter. The disagreement between the different data
sources may be attributed to inconsistent sample purity,8-12 yet
this seems not to be the only reason. The discrepancies between
different sources are also found to be influenced by inconsistent
experimental techniques, the use of routine laboratory-analytic
methods, e.g., rotational and rolling-ball viscometers, as well
as by an inadequate estimation of the uncertainty. The current
situation is hindering both a more fundamental understanding
of the structure-property relationships of ILs as well as their
successful and large-scale application.

In a former work,13 we have shown that surface light
scattering (SLS) can provide reliable viscosity data for ILs. For
[EMIM][EtSO4] (1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium ethylsulfate),
[EMIM][NTf2] (1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoro-
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methylsulfonyl)imide), [EMIM][N(CN)2] (1-ethyl-3-methylimi-
dazolium dicyanimide), and [OMA][NTf2] (trioctylmethylam-
monium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide), we have determined
the viscosity over a temperature range from (273 to 333) K at
atmospheric pressure with an estimated expanded uncertainty (k
) 2) of less than 3 %. This work represents a continuation of this
previous study and provides again, besides interfacial tension,
density, and refractive index, reliable data for the dynamic viscosity
of a selected set of pure ILs. In comparison to conventional
viscometers, the main advantage of the SLS technique relies on
the possibility of determining the viscosity in macroscopic ther-
modynamic equilibrium, and this in an absolute way, without the
need of any calibration procedure involving a fluid of known
viscosity.14-16 The objects of investigation were now four imida-
zolium-based ILs, [EMIM][MeSO3] (1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium
methanesulfonate), [EMIM][MeOHPO2] (1-ethyl-3-methylimida-
zolium methylphosphonate), [EMIM][OcSO4] (1-ethyl-3-meth-
ylimidazolium octylsulfate), and [BBIM][NTf2] (1-butyl-3-butyl-
imidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide). Taking into account
also the ILs investigated previously,13 the influence of variations
of the anion on thermophysical properties of [EMIM]-based ILs
and the effect of changing the cation in ILs with [NTf2]-anion
should be pointed out.

The following experimental section gives some information
about the used conventional techniques and an extended
outline of the SLS theory. After a description of the sample
preparation procedure, experimental conditions, and achieved
uncertainties, the results for refractive index, density, inter-
facial tension, and dynamic viscosity are discussed subse-
quently concerning the influence of structural variations on
the thermophysical properties. At the end of each subse-
quence, data obtained in the present work are compared with
literature data.

Experimental Section

Materials and Sample Preparation Procedure. [EMIM]-
[EtSO4], [Li][NTf2], [EMIM][MeSO3], and butylimidazole were
purchased from Solvent Innovation GmbH, Cologne, Germany,
with a nominal purity higher than 99 %. [EMIM][MeOHPO2]
was purchased from Solvent Innovation GmbH, Cologne,
Germany, with a nominal purity higher than 98 %. [EMIM]-
[OcSO4] was synthesized by reacting [EMIM][EtSO4] with
n-octanol with the procedure described by Himmler et al.17

[BBIM][NTf2] was synthesized by reacting equal amounts of
[BBIM][Br] with [Li][NTf2] in aqueous solution at room
temperature under heavy stirring. The upper aqueous phase and
the lower ionic liquid phase were separated by decantation. The
upper phase was disposed, and the lower phase was washed
with distilled water three times and dried under reduced pressure
at 70 °C. The [BBIM][Br] was obtained by a reaction of
butylimidazole with 1-bromobutane as described by Davis et
al.18 The purity of [EMIM][OcSO4] and [BBIM][NTf2] was
proved by 1H NMR analysis (JEOL, ECX +400 spectrometer)
in dimethylsulfoxide-d6 (DMSO-d6) as solvent. The total peak
integral in the 1H NMR spectrum was found to correspond
to a nominal purity higher than 99 %. Before use, the ILs
were dried at about 333.15 K for a time period of at least

4 h on a vacuum line (0.5 mbar) with an oil-sealed vacuum
pump and a liquid nitrogen trap. For the dried ILs, the
concentration of water was proved twice by Karl Fischer
coulometric titration (Metrohm, 756 KF Coulometer) just
before filling of the sample cell and after the SLS experi-
ments. The expanded uncertainty (k ) 2) of the water content
determinations performed within this work is estimated to
be less than ( 20 %. The molecular weight, nominal purity,
and water content of the ILs studied in this work are
summarized in Table 1. Here, the water content was obtained
from the average of the respective two water content
measurements. For all ILs investigated, the change in the
water content was within the experimental uncertainty of the
used Karl Fischer coulometric titration method. All parts of
the measuring devices, which were in contact with the sample,
as well as all glassware used for sample handling were
cleaned, rinsed with double-distilled water, and oven-dried.

Abbe Refractometer: RefractiWe Index. The refractive index
nD at the sodium line (λD ) 589.3 nm) and the refractive
index difference nF - nC for the Fraunhofer lines F (λF )
486.1 nm) and C (λC ) 656.3 nm) were measured with an
Abbe refractometer (Leo Kuebler, R 6000 G). The temper-
ature of the samples was controlled with a laboratory
thermostat within ( 0.1 K and measured by a mercury
thermometer with an uncertainty of ( 0.5 K. The refracto-
meter was calibrated with water, and its expanded uncertainty
(k ) 2) in the measurement of the refractive index is
estimated to be less than ( 0.0005.

Vibrating Tube Method: Density. Density measurements at
atmospheric pressure are based on the vibrating tube method.
For the density meter (Anton Paar, DMA 5000) used here, long-
term drift is eliminated by a reference oscillator built into the
measuring cell, and only one adjustment at 293.15 K is sufficient
to reach a high accuracy for the whole measuring temperature
range. The DMA 5000 allows a full-range viscosity correction,
whereby all viscosity related errors inherent to all known types
of oscillating U-tube density meters are automatically eliminated.
The temperature of the U-tube is controlled within ( 1 mK
and measured by a high-precision platinum resistance probe with
an uncertainty of ( 10 mK. For the density meter calibration,
standard water and air were used. The expanded uncertainty (k
) 2) of the present density measurements for ILs is estimated
to be less than ( 0.02 %. For this, the calibration error of the
apparatus of 0.01 % and the error associated with the following
measurement procedure for ILs have been taken into account.
The precision or repeatability of the instrument was better than
( 0.001 %.

Pendant Drop Technique: Interfacial Tension. For the
evaluation of the dynamic viscosity from SLS, interfacial
tension data are needed in the case of fluids of high viscosity
and/or low interfacial tension. For an accurate determination
of the dynamic viscosity of high viscosity fluids, however,
one has to ensure that the liquid surface under investigation
corresponds to the interfacial tension values used for data
evaluation. This was ensured by investigating identical
samples of ILs by SLS and the pendant drop method for
measuring the interfacial tension. Here, a universal surface

Table 1. Molecular Weight M, Concentration of Water by Mass w, and Nominal Purity of Ionic Liquids [EMIM][MeSO3],
[EMIM][MeOHPO2], [EMIM][OcSO4], and [BBIM][NTf2] Studied in This Work

[EMIM][MeSO3] [EMIM][MeOHPO2] [EMIM][OcSO4] [BBIM][NTf2]

M/g ·mol-1 206.26 206.18 320.45 461.44
w/ppm 1312 ( 262 284 ( 57 1116 ( 223 136 ( 27
purity/% > 99 > 98 > 99 > 99
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analyzer (OEG, SURFTENS universal) was used, where the
geometrical profile of a pendant drop is compared with the
theoretical drop profile obtained from the Laplace equation.
The measurements were performed inside an optical glass
cell for photometry (Hellma, 402.000) at well-defined condi-
tions for a temperature of (293.15 ( 0.1) K. For the interfacial
tension data of all ILs, the expanded uncertainty (k ) 2) was
estimated to be less than ( 1 %.

Surface Light Scattering (SLS): Viscosity. Here, a more
specific treatment of the theory of SLS was used, by inspecting
the hydrodynamic capillary wave problem in the limiting case
of a free liquid surface, neglecting the presence of a second
fluid phase. For the present investigations of a phase boundary
between an IL and air at atmospheric pressure, this can be done
without any significant loss of accuracy because the vapor
properties are very small compared to the respective liquid
quantities.16 In this case, the decay dependence on time t of a
particular surface mode of the form exp[i qb rb + iR t], with a
wave vector qb at a given point rb, is obtained from the dispersion
equation19

where g is the acceleration of gravity and η, σ, and F are the
dynamic viscosity, interfacial tension, and density of the liquid,
respectively. In general, two physical solutions for the temporal
decay of surface fluctuations and thus for the complex frequency
R have to be considered. In the case of low viscosity and/or
large interfacial tension, surface fluctuations show an oscillatory
behavior corresponding to the complex frequency R1,2 ) ( ωq

+ iΓ, where the real part represents the frequency ωq and the
imaginary part the damping Γ of the surface mode observed.
In the case of high viscosity and/or low interfacial tension, as
was relevant within this work, surface fluctuations are over-
damped and do not propagate (ωq ) 0). In this case, the complex
frequency is associated with two different damping rates, R1,2

) iΓ1,2. As a first-order approximation, the complex frequency
can be represented by

or

assuming that the decay of surface waves is oscillatory or
overdamped, respectively. In principle, for both cases viscos-
ity and interfacial tension can be determined simultaneously
by probing frequency and/or damping of surface fluctuations
within the SLS experiment. In the case of an oscillatory
behavior this is a straightforward task, and the SLS technique
is well-established for measuring viscosity and surface tension
with high accuracy.14 In the overdamped case, only under
special conditions can both properties be accessed simulta-
neously.20 For the ILs investigated in this experiment, over
the temperature range (273.15 to 333.15) K, however, from
the two modes decaying at different rates, only the one
associated with R1 could be resolved. Thus, as a first-order

approximation and neglecting the forces of inertia, cf., eq 3,
SLS gives only access to the ratio of dynamic viscosity η to
interfacial tension σ. For this purpose, the decay behavior
or mean lifetime τC,1, τC,1 ) 1/Γ1 ≈ 2 η/(σq), of surface
fluctuations at a given wavenumber q is analyzed. For a
detailed and comprehensive description of the fundamentals
and methodological principles of SLS, the reader is referred
to the specialized literature.14,19,21-23

The experimental setup used here for the investigation of the
ILs is the same as that employed in our former SLS investiga-
tions for different ILs13 and includes a laser (Coherent, Verdi-
V2; laser wavelength in vacuo λ0 ) 532 nm; operated at 500
mW), correlator (ALV, Fast-Corr 6/256), optical and electro-
optical parts, sample cell (aluminum; inner diameter, 70 mm;
volume, 150 cm3), and thermostat. Scattered light is detected
in the forward direction near refraction perpendicular to the
surface plane at variable and relatively high wave numbers. For
this arrangement, the modulus of the wave vector, q ) 2 π /λ0

sin (ΘE), of the observed surface vibration mode can be deduced
as a function of the easily accessible angle of incidence ΘE.
For the experiment, the angle of incidence ΘE was set between
(3.0 and 4.2)° and measured with a high precision rotation table
with an uncertainty of ( 0.005°. The temperature of the cell
was measured with two calibrated 100 Ω platinum resistance
probes integrated into the main body of the vessel, with a
resolution of 0.25 mK, using an ac bridge (Anton Paar, MKT
100). The uncertainty of the absolute temperature measurement
was less than ( 15 mK. The temperature stability during an
experimental run was better than ( 1 mK. For each temperature,
at least six measurements at different angles of incidence were
performed.

In the present work, however, data for the dynamic viscosity
η of the ILs were obtained by an exact numerical solution of
the dispersion relation eq 1. For this, data obtained for the
dynamics of surface waves, i.e., the mean lifetime τC,1 at a
defined wave vector q, were combined with reference data for
the interfacial tension σ and density F. For the latter, even
approximate or less accurate values with an uncertainty of (
10 % allow a successful determination of the dynamic viscosity.
Although the use of eq 3 for data evaluation does not allow the
determination of the dynamic viscosity with high accuracy,
the approximation can be applied to get a good estimate for the
uncertainty of our SLS results in an analytical manner by
combining in quadrature the errors for the interfacial tension
σ, mean lifetime τC,1, and wave vector q. Taking into account
relative uncertainties of clearly less than (( 0.5, ( 0.15, and (
1) % for the mean lifetime τC,1, wave vector q, and interfacial
tension σ, respectively, the expanded uncertainty (k ) 2) of
our values for the dynamic viscosity η is estimated to be less
than ( 3.0 %.

Results and Discussion

In the following, the results for refractive index, density,
interfacial tension, and dynamic viscosity are discussed in
subsequences. First, the obtained data will be interpreted in
connection with the intermolecular interactions present in ILs.
Thereafter, the respective thermophysical properties are com-
pared to available literature. In general, for the ILs investigated
in this work, a lack of literature data can be found.

RefractiWe Index. The measured data for the refractive in-
dex nD and the refractive index difference nF - nC for the ILs
[EMIM][MeSO3], [EMIM][MeOHPO2], [EMIM][OcSO4], and
[BBIM][NTf2] in the temperature range from (283.15 to 313.15)
K at atmospheric pressure are summarized in Table 2 and shown

(iR + 2ηq2

F )2

+ σq3

F
+ gq - 4η2q4

F2 �1 + iRF
ηq2

) 0 (1)

R1,2 ≈ (�σq3

F
+ gq + i

2ηq2

F
(2)

R1 ≈ i
q

2η(σ + gF
q2 ) and R2 ≈ i0.9

ηq2

F
(3)
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in Figure 1. The refractive index n can be calculated by the
linear equation

where T represents the temperature in K, λ the wavelength in
m, and λD () 589.3 ·10-9 m) the wavelength of the sodium vapor
line. The fit parameters of eq 4, n0 and n1, as well as the mean
dispersion ∆n/∆λ are given in Table 3. The latter corresponds
to the average value of the refractive index differences nF - nC

and is assumed to be independent of temperature. For all ILs,
the deviations of the experimental refractive index data nD from
their correlation according to eq 4 are clearly within the
measurement uncertainty of ( 0.0005.

Deetlefs et al.24 and Brocos et al.25 report that the larger the
reduced molar free volume, i.e., the unoccupied part of the molar
volume of a substance, the smaller its refractive index is, which
is in good agreement with the behavior of the refractive indices
of the investigated ILs. For all [EMIM]-based ILs in this and
the previous work,13 an increasing refractive index with decreas-
ing molar free volume is found. Furthermore, when taking the
refractive indices of the ILs containing the [NTf2]-anion into
consideration, again an increasing refractive index with decreas-
ing molar free volume is assessed.

For comparison, only two data points are available in the
literature for the refractive index of the ILs investigated in this
work. Arce et al.26 report for [EMIM][MeSO3] at 298.15 K a
refractive index of 1.49549, which differs about -0.2 % from
the refractive index obtained in our experiments. Their value
was obtained with an Abbe refractometer (ATAGO, RX-5000)
with an uncertainty of ( 0.00001. Deenadayalu et al.27 report
for [EMIM][OcSO4] at 298.2 K and atmospheric pressure a
value of 1.4710, which is about 0.27 % lower than the datum
of this work. The authors give no information about the used
measuring technique and its uncertainty. The literature data are
clearly outside the expanded uncertainty (k ) 2) of about (

0.0005 of this work. Besides different sample purities, this may
be caused also by an overestimation of experimental accuracy.

Density. Our experimental density data obtained for temper-
atures between (273.15 and 363.15) K at atmospheric pressure
are summarized in Table 4 and in Figure 2. The densities for
all investigated ILs can be represented by a polynomial of
second order

where all data have been taken into account with the same
statistical weight. In eq 5, T is the temperature in K and F0, F1,
and F2 are the fit parameters given in Table 5. For all ILs, the
deviations of the experimental density data from their correlation
according to eq 5 lie clearly within the measurement uncertainty
of ( 0.02 %.

Fredlake and co-workers28 describe decreasing densities with
increasing size of the cation. For the influence of the anion on
the density, they report that an increasing molar weight of the
anion causes an increase of density for anions that are small
enough to easily occupy close-approach positions around the
relatively large cation. For the [EMIM]-based ILs investigated
in this and the previous work,13 the density increases with
increasing molecular weight of the respective anions. Only for
the two ILs [EMIM][MeSO3] and [EMIM][OcSO4] the densities
do not match this behavior. For [EMIM][OcSO4], this can be
explained with the long C8 side chain of the anion, which
prohibits the formation of tight molecular assemblies leading
to a lower density. Yet, for [EMIM][MeSO3], the observed high
density cannot be explained in that way. The high density may
be attributed to the quite symmetrical molecular structure, which
can lead to the formation of a gridlike assembly of anions and
cations, where present hydrogen bonding shortens intermolecular
distances. Comparing the ILs containing the [NTf2]-anion, the
results are in good agreement with the observations of Fredlake
and co-workers.28 The IL with the largest [OMA]-cation exhibits
the lowest density, followed by the IL containing the [BBIM]-
cation. The smallest [EMIM]-cation leads to the highest density.
Tokuda et al.29 also found a decreasing density with increasing
alkyl chain length in ILs containing 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazo-
lium cations.

For [EMIM][MeSO3], Cooper and O’Sullivan30 report for a
temperature of 298 K a density of 1.240 g · cm-3, which was
obtained from volumetric measurements. They give no further

Table 2. Refractive Index nD and Refractive Index Difference nF - nC of [EMIM][MeSO3], [EMIM][MeOHPO2], [EMIM][OcSO4], and
[BBIM][NTf2] from T ) (283.15 to 313.15) K at Atmospheric Pressure

[EMIM][MeSO3] [EMIM][MeOHPO2] [EMIM][OcSO4] [BBIM][NTf2]

T/K nD nF - nC nD nF - nC nD nF - nC nD nF - nC

283.15 1.5018 0.0104 1.4969 0.0110 1.4786 0.0089 1.4376 0.0075
293.15 1.4996 0.0100 1.4935 0.0109 1.4766 0.0095 1.4347 0.0076
303.15 1.4977 0.0101 1.4928 0.0106 1.4737 0.0095 1.4324 0.0078
313.15 1.4949 0.0101 1.4902 0.0102 1.4712 0.0093 1.4298 0.0081

Figure 1. Refractive index nD of ionic liquids at atmospheric pressure as a
function of temperature: O, [EMIM][MeSO3]; 0, [EMIM][MeOHPO2]; 4,
[EMIM][OcSO4]; ], [BBIM][NTf2].

n ) n0 + n1T + ∆n
∆λ

(λ - λD) (4)

Table 3. Fit Parameters n0, n1, and ∆n/∆λ of Equation 4 for the
Calculation of the Refractive Index n for Ionic Liquids
[EMIM][MeSO3], [EMIM][MeOHPO2], [EMIM][OcSO4], and
[BBIM][NTf2]

n0 n1/K-1 ∆n/∆λ/m-1 rmsa

[EMIM][MeSO3] 1.56597 -0.000226 -59618 0.013
[EMIM][MeOHPO2] 1.55512 -0.000207 -62774 0.037
[EMIM][OcSO4] 1.54947 -0.000250 -54626 0.012
[BBIM][NTf2] 1.51048 -0.000258 -45484 0.008

a Standard percentage deviation of nD to the fit.

F ) F0 + F1T + F2T
2 (5)
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information about the measurement technique and the uncer-
tainty. Himmler et al.31 report also a value of 1.24 g · cm-3,
obtained with a pycnometer at an unspecified “room tempera-
ture”. Arce et al.26 obtained a value of 1.24373 g · cm-3 at 298.15
K with a vibrating tube densimeter (Anton Paar, DMA 60-602)
with an uncertainty of ( 0.00004 g · cm-3. Taking into account
both the error connected with the calibration and that of the
subsequent measuring procedure, this uncertainty seems to be
underestimated, i.e., below the expected value. The differences
between the literature data and the data obtained in this work
for [EMIM][MeSO3] are always larger than the combined
expanded estimated uncertainty of the measurements. This
statement also holds for the comparison of the literature data
among themselves. For the density of [EMIM][OcSO4], only
Himmler et al.17 provide a single value of 1.10 g · cm-3 measured
with a pycnometer at “room temperature”. Their datum deviates
about 0.5 % from the data correlation of this work. At present,

neither for [EMIM][MeOHPO2] nor for [BBIM][NTf2] are
density data available in the literature.

Interfacial Tension. Table 6 summarizes the values obtained
for interfacial tension within this work at a single temperature
of 293.15 K at atmospheric pressure. As mentioned in the
Experimental Section, these values are needed together with
the temperature dependence of the density to predict the
interfacial tension in the range of (273.15 to 333.15) K, shown
in Figure 3, and to evaluate the dynamic viscosity from the SLS
experiments. The prediction method is based on the MacLeod-
Sudgen correlation given in ref 32. MacLeod33 suggested a
relation between the interfacial tension σ, the liquid density Fl,
and vapor density Fv, σ1/4 ) C (Fl - Fv), where C is a constant.
Sugden34 modified MacLeod’s expression and introduced the
temperature-independent parameter, the parachor, P ) C M,
which can be estimated from the structure of the molecule.
Investigating ILs, the existence of a vapor phase inside the
measurement cell can be neglected. Thus, for the prediction of
the temperature dependency of interfacial tension, only a single
experimental value for the interfacial tension at an arbitrary
temperature and the knowledge of the temperature dependency
of the density is needed. The interfacial tension σ at any
temperature in this work was predicted by

where σ20°C and F20°C are the measured interfacial tension and
density at the reference temperature of 20 °C. The proposed
prediction scheme represents the interfacial tension of high
viscosity fluids typically with an uncertainty of less than 2 %,
which was tested for several reference fluids; see, e.g., ref 15.

Until now, only a limited number of studies about the
interfacial tension of ILs has been available in the literature.
Law and Watson35 found that with increasing alkyl chain length
of the cation ILs show decreasing interfacial tension values.
Furthermore, they revealed that the interfacial tension of ILs
containing the same cation increases with increasing molecular
size of the anion, which were highly symmetrical molecules in
their study. The results found for the ILs containing the [NTF2]-
anion comply well with their first finding. [OMA][NTf2] with
the largest cation exhibits the lowest interfacial tension, followed
by [BBIM][NTf2], and last by [EMIM][NTf2] with the highest

Table 4. Density G of Ionic Liquids [EMIM][MeSO3], [EMIM][MeOHPO2], [EMIM][OcSO4], and [BBIM][NTf2] from T ) (273.15 to 363.15) K
at Atmospheric Pressure

[EMIM][MeSO3] [EMIM][MeOHPO2] [EMIM][OcSO4] [BBIM][NTf2]

T/K F/kg ·m-3 F/kg ·m-3 F/kg ·m-3 F/kg ·m-3

273.15 1259.14 1208.75 1111.56 1362.73
278.15 1255.59 1205.29 1108.00 1358.06
283.15 1252.04 1201.82 1104.34 1353.51
288.15 1248.49 1198.42 1100.82 1349.01
293.15 1244.96 1195.12 1097.48 1344.50
298.15 1241.52 1191.82 1094.15 1340.01
303.15 1238.15 1188.50 1090.83 1335.51
308.15 1234.77 1185.21 1087.52 1331.02
313.15 1231.40 1181.92 1084.20 1326.56
318.15 1228.03 1178.65 1080.97 1322.09
323.15 - 1175.39 - -
328.15 1221.33 1172.14 1074.55 1313.20
333.15 1218.00 1168.89 1071.34 1308.77
338.15 1214.69 1165.66 1068.14 1304.36
343.15 1211.38 1162.45 1064.94 1299.99
348.15 1208.09 1159.25 1061.76 1295.57
353.15 1204.82 1156.06 1058.59 1291.20
358.15 1201.56 1152.90 1055.42 1286.84
363.15 1198.31 1149.73 1052.26 1282.50

Figure 2. Liquid density F of ionic liquids at atmospheric pressure as a
function of temperature: O, [EMIM][MeSO3]; 0, [EMIM][MeOHPO2]; 4,
[EMIM][OcSO4]; ], [BBIM][NTf2].

Table 5. Coefficients of Equation 5 for the Density of Ionic Liquids
[EMIM][MeSO3], [EMIM][MeOHPO2], [EMIM][OcSO4], and
[BBIM][NTf2] Listed in Table 4

F0/kg ·m-3 F1/kg ·m-3 ·K-1 F2/kg ·m-3 ·K-2 rmsa

[EMIM][MeSO3] 1478.846 -0.90298 0.35975 ·10-3 0.0044
[EMIM][MeOHPO2] 1415.782 -0.83656 0.28644 ·10-3 0.0033
[EMIM][OcSO4] 1335.748 -0.94722 0.45986 ·10-3 0.0098
[BBIM][NTf2] 1630.002 -1.04499 0.24251 ·10-3 0.0018

a Standard percentage deviation of F to the fit.

σ ) σ20◦C(F/F20◦C)4 (6)
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interfacial tension and the smallest cation. For the [EMIM]-
based ILs, our results do not agree with the second finding of
Law and Watson.35 [EMIM][OcSO4] with the largest anion
shows the lowest interfacial tension of all [EMIM]-based ILs.
In contrast, the very small [MeSO3]-anion leads to the highest
interfacial tension. Therefore, the interfacial tension of ILs
containing the same cation has to be strongly influenced by the
strength of electrostatic interactions between the anion and
cation. Referring to Tokuda et al.,36 these interactions are
governed by the Lewis basicity of the anion. They also found
the Lewis basicity to be high for anions having locally large
negative charges with an asymmetric distribution and to be low
for anions having symmetrically distributed low negative
charges. In this context, the highest interfacial tension found
for [EMIM][MeSO3] can be explained by the anion’s strong
negative charge and the lowest charge delocalization. [EMIM]-
[EtSO4] exhibits the second highest value, as the negative
charge of [EtSO4] is weaker compared to [MeSO3]. [EMIM]-
[MeOHPO2] has a lower interfacial tension than [EMIM]
[EtSO4], although [MeOHPO2] should have a higher basicity
than [EtSO4]. A possible explanation for this behavior might
be the lower molecular size of [MeOHPO2] in comparison to
[EtSO4] which is superior to the influence of the Lewis basicity.
The second lowest interfacial tension found for [EMIM][NTf2]
can be explained by the symmetrical delocalization of the weak
negative charge in the anion. For [EMIM][OcSO4], the size of
the alkyl chain of the anion prevents the formation of strong
electrochemical interactions between the anion and cation, which
leads to a very low interfacial tension.

For the interfacial tension, a comparison of our data with
experimental data from the literature could not be drawn. Here,
a comparison was performed with calculated values based on a
quantitative structure-property relationship (QSPR) using para-
chor contribution data for neutral compounds by Knotts et al.37

and Sewell.38 Therefore, information about the molecular weight
M and density F was required and adopted from Table 1 and
eq 5. The interfacial tension data calculated from the parachor
contribution data deviate with respect to eq 6 constantly,
-12.2 %, -32.8 %, -44.2 %, and -16.5 % for [EMIM][MeSO3],
[EMIM][MeOHPO2], [EMIM][OcSO4], and [BBIM][NTf2],
respectively. The constant offset between our predicted values,
eq 6, and the corresponding data by Knotts et al.37 and Sewell38

is attributable to the consistent density values, eq 5, used for

both predictions. The large deviations may be found in the
neutral parachor contribution data, which do not include ionic
interactions, even though they are present in the systems
investigated here.

Viscosity. The results for the dynamic viscosity from SLS at
temperatures between (273.15 and 333.15) K at atmospheric
pressure are shown in Figure 4 and Table 7. Each data point
represents the average of at least six independent measurements
with a different modulus of the wave vector q. The experimental
data can well be represented in the form of a Vogel equation,

where T is the temperature in K and η0, B, and C are the fit
parameters given in Table 8. Here, also the standard deviation
(root-mean-square, rms) of our data relative to those calculated
by eq 7 is listed. For the data correlation, the statistical weight
of each data point has been assumed to be the same. The
residuals of the viscosity data from the fit, eq 7, are clearly
smaller than the expanded uncertainty (k ) 2) of less than ( 3
%. It should be noted that for our viscosity data at 293.15 K,
due to the lower uncertainty of the surface tension data used
for data evaluation of the SLS experiment, even a lower
expanded uncertainty (k ) 2) of less than ( 2 % can be stated.

In general, the viscosity of ILs is governed besides the
entanglement between the molecules by Coulomb forces like
van der Waals interactions and hydrogen bonding. Bonhôte et
al.39 stated in their work that charge delocalization within the
anion weakens intermolecular hydrogen bonding with the cation,
leading to lower viscosities if not overcompensated by van der
Waals interactions. For the ILs containing the [EMIM]-cation,
the highest viscosity found for [EMIM][OcSO4] can be ex-
plained with the long side chain of the anion, which increases
the contributions to viscosity by entanglement and van der Waals
interactions. It is worth mentioning that the ILs [EMIM][MeSO3]
and [EMIM][MeOHPO2] exhibit higher viscosities compared
to the previously investigated [EMIM][EtSO4].

13 For the latter,
a higher viscosity would be expected, because the ethyl side
chain length is larger compared to the methyl side chain length
enhancing van der Waals forces. Yet, also the basicity, the
strength of the negative charge of the anion, has an effect on
the thermophysical properties.39 In [EMIM]-based ILs, more

Table 6. Interfacial Tension σ20°C of Ionic Liquids [EMIM][MeSO3], [EMIM][MeOHPO2], [EMIM][OcSO4], and [BBIM][NTf2] at T ) 293.15 K
and Atmospheric Pressure

[EMIM][MeSO3] [EMIM][MeOHPO2] [EMIM][OcSO4] [BBIM][NTf2]

σ20°C/mN ·m-1 50.72 45.49 31.00 29.55

Figure 3. Interfacial tension σ of ionic liquids at atmospheric pressure as
a function of temperature: O, [EMIM][MeSO3]; 0, [EMIM][MeOHPO2];
4, [EMIM][OcSO4]; ], [BBIM][NTf2].

Figure 4. Arrhenius plots of dynamic viscosity η for ionic liquids: O,
[EMIM][MeSO3]; 0, [EMIM][MeOHPO2]; 4, [EMIM][OcSO4]; ],
[BBIM][NTf2].

η ) η0 exp[B/(T - C)] (7)
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basic anions lead to tighter ion pairing of the cation with the
anion, which also increases intermolecular forces like hydrogen
bonding. The [EtSO4]-anion exhibits the lowest basicity, fol-
lowed by the [MeOHPO2]- and the [MeSO3]-anion, which is in
agreement with the order of the viscosity of the three ILs. The
IL [EMIM][NTf2] shows the lowest viscosity of the [EMIM]-
based ILs investigated in this and the previous work.13 This
can be explained with the disability of the [NTf2]-anion to
interact in the form of hydrogen bonding and a randomized
aggregation of ions caused by very low anionic basicity.39 Also
for the comparison of different ILs containing the [NTf2]-anion,
[EMIM][NTf2] exhibits the lowest viscosity, followed by
[BBIM][NTf2] and [OMA][NTf2]. It is evident that a higher
viscosity is caused by an increasing alkyl chain length of the
cation.

For the viscosity of [EMIM][MeSO3], two data points are
available in the literature. Himmler et al.31 determined a
viscosity of 207 mPa · s at 298.15 K and atmospheric pressure
for a sample with a purity > 99 % and a water content of 980
ppm. They used a rotational viscometer (Anton Paar, MCR 100),
where the sample was processed under an argon atmosphere,
and the temperature was controlled via a Peltier element. The
authors give no information about the uncertainty of their
measurements. Cooper and O’Sullivan30 measured a viscosity
of 160 mPa · s at 298 K and atmospheric pressure using a
capillary viscometer. They do not specify the purity of the
sample, its water content, and the uncertainty of their measure-
ments. The value of Himmler et al.31 deviates about 38 % from
the correlation, eq 7, of this work. This difference can not be
explained by the water content of their sample, which was about
330 ppm lower than in this work. The value of Cooper and
O’Sullivan30 deviates 5.8 % from our data correlation. For
[EMIM][MeOHPO2], only one datum is available from Fukaya
et al.,40 who measured a viscosity of 107 mPa · s at 293.15 K.
The authors specify the water content to be lower than 1000
ppm, yet they do not provide information about the measurement
technique and its uncertainty. Their value, however, deviates
about 1 % from the data correlation, eq 7, of this work. In Figure
5, the results for the dynamic viscosity of [EMIM][OcSO4] from
SLS are shown together with data from Himmler et al.17 They
have studied the viscosity of [EMIM][OcSO4] for temperatures

between (293.15 and 373.15) K in intervals of 10 K with a
rotational viscometer (Anton Paar, MCR 100). Their sample
had a nominal purity of 99 % and a water content of (600 (
100) ppm. As for [EMIM][MeSO3], Himmler et al.17 give no
information about the measurement uncertainty. For the com-
parison, the correlation of our data, eq 7, serves as a basis. As
can be seen from Figure 5, the data of Himmler et al.17 deviate
between -10 % at 293.15 K and +2.5 % at 333.15 K. These
deviations can not be attributed to the difference in the water
content, which was for their sample about 500 ppm by mass
lower than for our sample. Due to the lack of literature data, a
data comparison for the viscosity of [BBIM][NTf2] could not
be drawn.

Conclusions

This work presents the investigation of several thermophysical
properties of four imidazolium-based ILs, namely, [EMIM]-
[MeSO3], [EMIM][MeOHPO2], [EMIM][OcSO4], and [BBIM]-
[NTf2], in dependence on temperature at atmospheric pressure.
The experimental data for the refractive index, density, inter-
facial tension, and viscosity were discussed qualitatively in
connection with structural variations of the cations and anions
in the ILs. In addition, a comparison with the literature was

Table 7. Dynamic Viscosity η of Ionic Liquids [EMIM][MeSO3], [EMIM][MeOHPO2], [EMIM][OcSO4], and [BBIM][NTf2] from T ) (273.15
to 333.15) K at Atmospheric Pressurea

[EMIM][MeSO3] [EMIM][MeOHPO2] [EMIM][OcSO4] [BBIM][NTf2]

T/K η/mPa · s η/mPa · s η/mPa · s η/mPa · s

273.15 1112.6 563.9 3894.8 277.9
278.15 676.3 379.6 2429.9 203.0
283.15 435.5 266.6 1578.5 152.1
288.15 290.1 193.2 1045.1 115.3
293.15 205.2 143.1 717.8 89.5
303.15 112.9 83.4 368.1 57.2
313.15 69.0 53.9 208.1 37.9
323.15 44.6 36.4 126.2 26.5
333.15 31.7 27.4 80.9 19.2

a Directly measured values of the mean decay time τC at a defined wave vector q of surface fluctuations were combined with interfacial tension data
σ, eq 6, and density data F, eq 5. using coefficients from Table 5, to derive η by an exact numerical solution of the dispersion relation eq 1.

Table 8. Coefficients of Equation 7 for the Viscosity of Ionic Liquids [EMIM][MeSO3], [EMIM][MeOHPO2], [EMIM][OcSO4], and
[BBIM][NTf2] Listed in Table 7

[EMIM][MeSO3] [EMIM][MeOHPO2] [EMIM][OcSO4] [BBIM][NTf2]

η0/mPa · s 0.37623 0.27273 0.06946 0.05918
B/K 596.447 688.941 1194.118 1098.279
C/K 198.534 182.993 163.997 143.230
rmsa 0.57 1.24 0.44 0.31

a Standard percentage deviation of η to the fit.

Figure 5. Comparison between the dynamic viscosity η of [EMIM][OcSO4]
at atmospheric pressure for temperatures between (273.15 and 333.15)
K (-, eq 7 using coefficients from Table 8): 4, this work; [, Himmler
et al.17
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drawn, yet at present only a scarce data situation can be found
for the ILs investigated. The disagreements between different
data sources may be attributed to an inconsistent sample purity
and unspecified experimental conditions, yet this seems not to
be the only reason. Here, the discrepancies for the physico-
chemical properties, including equilibrium properties, originating
from different sources were also found to be influenced by
inconsistent experimental techniques as well as an inadequate
estimation of their uncertainty.
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